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ABSTRACT

Deep neural networks are particularly useful to learn relevant repre-
sentations from data. Recent studies have demonstrated the poten-
tial of unsupervised representation learning for ambient sound anal-
ysis using various flavors of the triplet loss. They have compared
this approach to supervised learning. However, in real situations,
it is common to have a small labeled dataset and a large unlabeled
one. In this paper, we combine unsupervised and supervised triplet
loss based learning into a semi-supervised representation learning
approach. We propose two flavors of this approach, whereby the
positive samples for those triplets whose anchors are unlabeled are
obtained either by applying a transformation to the anchor, or by
selecting the nearest sample in the training set. We compare our
approach to supervised and unsupervised representation learning as
well as the ratio between the amount of labeled and unlabeled data.
We evaluate all the above approaches on an audio tagging task using
the DCASE 2018 Task 4 dataset, and we show the impact of this
ratio on the tagging performance.

Index Terms— Semi-supervised learning, triplet loss, audio
tagging, audio embedding

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound carries a lot of information that humans can interpret even
unconsciously. However, building a system that is able to automati-
cally recognize sounds in real environments is far from trivial. In the
recent years, there has been a growing interest for research in ambi-
ent sound analysis [1] motivated by applications in various domains
including surveillance, smart cities or home assisted living. Audio
tagging is a particular task of ambient sound analysis that consists of
detecting the sound event classes that occur in an audio clip regard-
less of their start and end times. In the following, we aim to detect
and classify domestic sounds in 10-second clips from the DCASE
2018 Task 4 dataset [2].

State-of-the-art methods for audio tagging rely on deep neural
networks (DNNs), such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [3,
4], recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [5], or a combination of both
usually referred to as CRNNs [6,7]. These methods learn a discrim-
inative representation of the data called an embedding which helps
the classification. The embedding may be learned jointly with the
classifier by minimizing a classification cost, or separately by meth-
ods such as siamese networks [8] or triplet networks [9] which rely
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on different costs. Triplet networks have been used for images [10],
speech [11], and music [12] and recently for ambient sounds [13].
They are trained on triplets of data points consisting of an anchor, a
positive sample, and a negative sample. All the above methods are
supervised learning methods. Therefore they highly depend on the
amount of labeled data. Annotating data is a tedious task. The avail-
ability of labeled datasets is usually the bottleneck that hinders the
application of ambient sound analysis to real world problems.

Recently, there have been efforts to collect substentially larger
datasets. Audioset [14] is an audio dataset including clips with over-
lapping events in real environments but labels are not carefully ver-
ified and often unreliable [14]. Freesound [15] is an open source
platform that provides more reliable labels and can be used to build
meaningful tagging datasets [16]. However, most clips in Freesound
contain isolated events and little or no background noise. There-
fore, the applicability of systems trained on Freesound to real-world
applications is limited. Soundscape synthesis and data transforma-
tion [17] can be used to simulate more realistic environments or cre-
ate large synthetic datasets from smaller labeled datasets.

In this paper, we use the DCASE 2018 Task 4 dataset which
is a subset of Audioset where some labels have been manually ver-
ified and the others have been discarded. One solution to exploit
a dataset without annotations is to use unsupervised learning ap-
proaches based on generative DNNs [18, 19], dimension reduction
and clustering [20, 21], or triplet networks [13]. Jansen et al. pro-
posed to train a triplet network with different unsupervised triplet
sampling 1 strategies making use of data transformation and com-
pared them to a fully supervised sampling strategy. They demon-
strated that an unsupervised sampling strategy can achieve 84% of
the mean average precision achieved by a supervised sampling strat-
egy for ambient sound analysis task on Audioset. This approach
does not take labels into account during the learning process.

Semi-supervised learning is a combination of supervised and
unsupervised learning approaches that allows the exploitation of
both labeled and unlabeled data [22]. It has usually been applied
to ambient sound analysis by annotating new data recursively dur-
ing consecutive passes through a supervised system [23, 24]. This
pseudo-labeling approach provides a slight performance improve-
ment. However clips that are given labels with low confidence in
the early passes tend to remain with low confidence as training
progresses through the passes. Recently, a task in the DCASE
challenge has targeted semi-supervised approaches [2]. The winner
used a mean-teacher system [25] which makes use of two networks.
However, to the best of our knowledge, semi-supervised learning of
triplet networks has not yet been studied.

In this paper we propose semi-supervised sampling strategies to
create triplets and study their application to audio tagging. Sampling
strategies have already been discussed for siamese networks [26].

1In this paper, statistical sampling, not signal processing sampling



Here we start from the sampling strategies used by Jansen et al. [13].
We then propose a new way of selecting the positive sample in a
triplet and combine it with the semi-supervised sampling strategy.

We first describe the problem in Section 2 then we explain the
proposed solution in Section 3. The experimental setup is described
in Section 4 before drawing some conclusions in Section 5.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The problem of audio tagging consists of identifying which ambient
sound classes are present in an audio clip regardless of their position
in time. Let C be a set of C classes. We have a small set of labeled
data DL = {(xl,yl)}Ll=1 and a large set of unlabeled data DU =
{(xu)}Uu=1 where xi, i ∈ {u, l}, is a time-frequency representation
of the input data and yl = [e1, ..., eC ] is a vector containing the
labels with ec ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether event class c is present
in the clip or not. Note that the vector of labels can contain multiple
classes. Let D = {DL ,DU } denote the set containing both labeled
and unlabeled data. In the following, we aim to learn embeddings of
both unlabeled and labeled data using the triplet loss.

2.1. Triplet loss

The aim of the triplet loss [9] is to find meaningful embeddings of the
data that bring the anchor and the positive example closer than the
negative example and the anchor. In the following, (xa,xp,xn) is
a triplet defined by (anchor, positive, negative) samples and the cost
function to be minimized is:∑

xi∈DN

[
||f(xai )− f(xpi )||22 − ||f(xai )− f(xni )||22 + δ

]
+

(1)

where
[]

+
is the hinge loss, ||.||2 is the L2 norm and δ is the margin.

f(x) is the embedding of x. This cost function differs from the pair-
based costs used in siamese networks by ensuring a balanced number
of negative and positive examples.

2.2. Supervised sampling strategy

Different triplet sampling strategies have been proposed in the liter-
ature, which exploit the data and the available labels. Different sam-
pling strategies result in different embeddings. The simplest strategy
tested by Jansen et al. [13] relies on labeled data only. In this strat-
egy, the positive and negative samples are randomly chosen under
the constraints that the positive sample has at least one label in com-
mon with the anchor and the negative sample has no label in common
with the anchor.

2.3. Transformation-based unsupervised sampling strategy

Jansen et al. [13] also proposed an unsupervised sampling strategy,
which does not make use of any label. In this strategy, a transformed
version of the anchor is used as the positive sample and semi-hard
mining is employed to obtain the negative sample. Semi-hard mining
consists of choosing the negative sample that is closest to the anchor
in the embedding space while being further away than the positive
sample [27]. We describe below the different transformations used
to obtain the positive sample.

Gaussian noise: The positive sample is created by adding Gaus-
sian noise with a standard deviation of σ to the anchor.

Time and frequency translation: The positive sample is cre-
ated by circularly shifting the anchor sample in time by an integer
number of frames sampled uniformly from [0, T − 1], where T is

Fig. 1: Illustration of triplet sampling.

the number of frames in the sample. This sample is then shifted
in frequency by an integer number of bins sampled uniformly from
[−S, S] (missing values after shift are set to zero).

Temporal proximity: The positive sample is a sample from the
same audio clip as the anchor sample with a time difference inferior
to ∆t between them.

Example mixing: The positive sample is a mix of the anchor
and the negative samples using xp = xa + α[E(xa)/E(xn)]xn

where E means the energy. The negative sample is taken randomly
in the dataset.

3. PROPOSED SEMI-SUPERVISED SAMPLING
STRATEGIES

The supervised sampling strategy proposed by Jansen et al. [13] uses
labeled data only, while their other approaches are fully unsuper-
vised and discard the labels. By contrast, we propose two semi-
supervised sampling strategies where labeled and unlabeled triplets
are both used during training. Our strategies differ by the choice of
the positive sample when dealing with unlabeled data.

3.1. Semi supervised strategy

In the semi-supervised setting, we use the supervised strategy when
the label is available and the unsupervised strategy when the sam-
ple is unlabeled. The following unsupervised strategies to choose
the positive sample are always combined with semi-hard mining to
choose the negative sample in our experiments (See table 1).

3.2. Positive sample: transformed anchor

This strategy consists of generating the positive sample by trans-
forming the anchor sample as above.

3.3. Positive sample: nearest sample

This strategy consists of taking the nearest sample in the input space.

xa ∈ DU

xp ∈ {xi ∈ D |xi = argminxi(||xi − x
a||22)}

The idea is to use the sparsity and repartition of the data. Previous
work has used it to regularize the embedding [28]. A transformed
data sample can be seen as a close point in the input space. Therefore
taking the nearest point in the input space is implicitly assuming
these points should also be close in the representation space.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, our motivation is to search beyond
the space spanned by the transformed data to create the embedding.



Sampling

strategies

Unsupervised Semi-

supervised
Supervised

S1 [13] S2 S3 S4 S5

Positive
Label X X X X

Trans X X

Nearest X

Negative Label X X X

S-hard X X X X

Table 1: Sampling strategies for the different systems. Trans means
transformation and S-hard means semi-hard mining

Indeed, when we have many samples in a small space, taking a trans-
formed version of the anchor as the positive sample can make sense,
but when the data points are sparse, it is interesting to take the nearest
sample to enlarge the space spanned by positive samples in the input
space. Figure 1 represents this latter case. However, it can happen
that the nearest sample is closer than some transformed samples.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1. Experimental description

In this work we are comparing 5 sampling strategies and a baseline
system. Each sampling strategy differs from the others by the selec-
tion of the positive and the negative sample. The positive sample can
be the nearest sample in the input space, a sample with a common
label with the anchor or a transformed version of the anchor. The
negative sample can be a sample wich does not have a common la-
bel with the anchor or chosen thanks to semi-hard mining [27]. The
different strategies are summarized in Table 1: strategy 1 (S1) is the
unsupervised sampling strategy suggested by Jansen et al. using data
transformation, strategy 2 (S2) is a semi-supervised sampling strat-
egy that uses transformations when no label is available, strategy 3
(S3) is a proposed sampling strategy which uses the nearest sample
as positive when the anchor is unlabeled, strategy 4 (S4) uses labels
to select the positive sample and semi-hard-mining to select the neg-
ative sample and strategy 5 (S5) relies on labels for both the positive
and the negative sample selection.

4.2. Dataset

We use the dataset from DCASE 2018 task 4 [2]. It is composed of
10-second audio clips. Ten different classes of events are considered.
The training set is composed of a labeled set and an unlabeled set.
The labeled set is composed of 1,578 human-labeled audio clips.
The unlabeled set contains 14,412 clips. These clips were annotated
in Audioset, but since the labels have not been verified they have
been discarded in this dataset. However, the clips in Audioset have
been choosen so they should contain on of the ten classes considered
and the distribution per class of sound event should be close to the
distribution in the labeled set. Since the labels in Audioset can be
very noisy, the distribution might not be exactly similar. The test set
contains 288 labeled clips and the evaluation set contains 880 labeled
clips. Both of these subsets have a similar distribution as the labeled
training set and time coded labels. We are comparing audio tagging
performance, therefore these labels are converted to clip-level labels
(an event is present or not during the clip). We use the test set to

validate our training and the evaluation set to perform the evaluation
of the system.

4.3. Features

The audio signals are mono-channel and sampled at 44,100 Hz.
From this we compute a fast Fourier transform on 25 ms windows
and a step size of 10ms. We then compute log-mel spectrograms
features with 64 filters. Every 10-seconds segment is then divided
in 0.96 s subsegments during training as in Jansen et al. [13]. We
assume that each 0.96 s subsegment has the same label as the full
10-seconds clip. However, this might be an issue for some classes
which correspond to short events. The data transformation settings
are similar to Jansen et al. [13] (σ = 0.5, S = 10, α = 0.25 and
∆t = 10s).

4.4. Model architecture

The baseline is a CRNN inspired by DCASE 2018 task 4. The CNN
is composed of 3 convolutional layers with 64 3x3 filters, a pooling
of 4 in frequency and no pooling in time. The RNN is a one layer
bidirectional gated recurrent unit (BiGRU) with 64 cells followed by
a fully connected layer with 10 cells to tag the audio clips, the final
prediction is the average over the frames. The classification loss is
the binary cross entropy.

In the case of embedding computation, a CNN similar to the
baseline is trained using the triplet loss. The triplet loss margin is
set to 1 for all models. We train a classifier using the embeddings
as input. The classifier is a RNN using two layers of bidirectional
gated recurrent unit (BiGRU) with 64 cells followed by a fully con-
nected layer with 10 cells to tag the audio clips, the final prediction
is the average over the frames. A single RNN layer was not enough
parameters to be optimized to perform the classification on embed-
dings, two layers have been choosen which stays a small network.
Note that this 2 layers configuration we tried with the baseline but it
did not perform as well as a single RNN layer in that case.

All classifiers are trained on the 1,578 labeled files from DCASE
2018 task 4 training set.

4.5. Metric

The audio tagging performance is evaluated with F1-score at clip
level [9] computed class-wise over the whole evaluation set:

F1c =
2TPc

2TPc + FPc + FNc

where TPc, FPc and FNc are the number of true positives, false
positives and false negative for a given class of event c over the
whole evaluation set, respectively. The final score is the F1-score av-
eraged over class regardless of the number of events per class (macro
averaged):

F1macro =

∑
c∈C F1c

C

where C is the classes ensemble and C the number of classes.

4.6. Results

The first experiment compare the performance of the different strate-
gies depending on the amount of unlabeled data. In the first case we
use 31,560 triplets. For S1, S2, S3 it corresponds using the same
number of labeled and unlabeled triplets and taking each sample as
an anchor once. For systems S4 and S5 we use each sample twice



Fig. 2: Class separation for different embeddings (t-sne)

as an anchor but with different positive and negative samples. In the
second and third case we use 85,780 and 159,900 triplets, respec-
tively. For S1, S2 and S3, we use 15,780 labeled triplets, others are
unlabeled triplets. For systems S4 and S5 we approximately use each
sample as an anchor 4.5 times and 9 times for the second and third
case, respectively, but with different positive and negative samples.
Macro F1-score are presented in Table 2., the baseline has a macro
F1-score of 49.61% and the classifier applied on log-mel spectro-
grams has a macro F1-score of 35.29%.

Sampling strategy

/ Nb triplets
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

31,560 52.32 54.35 50.96 42.47 53.59

85,780 51.44 54.57 46.13 42.72 51.85

159,900 51.62 52.27 38.59 42.19 49.95

Table 2: Macro f-score on the evaluation set

In Figure 2 we show different embeddings learned with the dif-
ferent sampling strategies. For simplicity, we chose to show only the
3 more distinctive classes for each strategy on the graph. This fig-
ure presents embeddings obtained with systems trained using 31,560
triplets. We can make a correlation between the difference of results
between systems obtain in Table 2 and embeddings in the graph.

All cases in Table 2 show the benefit of semi-supervised triplet
sampling. Indeed, we can see that semi-supervised sampling using
data transformation outperforms unsupervised sampling using data
transformation. It means that labels bring meaningful information
to obtain embeddings that are suitable for classification. In all cases
it is better to take the transformed version of the data as positive
sample than the nearest sample. This can be due to the lack of vari-
ability, to overcome this problem, we could take one of the nearest

U 7,890 15,780 19,725 23,670

L 23,670 15,780 11,835 7,890

S2 55.16±0.7 54.35±0.7 47.3±6.2 17.42±26.8

S3 51.58±2.2 50.96±2.0 30.02±19.8 0.0±0.0

Table 3: Macro f-score on the evaluation set with varying number of
labeled (L) and unlabeled (U) triplets for strategies 2 and 3. Experi-
ences have been launched 3 times to get 95% confidence score.

samples. S4 shows semi-hard mining does not seem suitable when
taking a labeled positive sample. In the first case, we use only twice
the same sample to create triplets, we are in a scenario where the su-
pervised embedding makes sense. The second and third cases allow
us to compare the different approaches and how to deal with more
unlabeled data. Indeed, we see that sampling strategy S2 benefits
from unlabeled data to a certain point. However, all other systems
seem to be less adapted to the task when using more unlabeled data.

The unsupervised data transformation sampling strategy can be
seen as a way of having a general embedding of the data, it is a good
regularizer to be able to generalize in a task, and that can explain
the performance of the semi-supervised data transformation sam-
pling strategy. In the case of taking the nearest sample to create the
positive, more data means closer samples. It can explain the reduc-
tion of performance when we gradually add unlabeled data. Indeed,
in this case, the nearest sample can be closer to the anchor than a
transformed sample. To overcome this problem, we can think about
taking the nearest sample of the anchor with a constraint of being
further away than transformed data samples. Results of S5 can be
explained by an overfitting of the training and validation set because
we see each anchor many times when we increase the number of
triplets. We can also notice that most of the experiments outperform
the baseline and the best experiment uses a semi-supervised setting
with transformed data (S2) but without using all the unlabeled data.

In Table 3 we study the impact of the ratio between labeled and
unlabeled data. We take 31,560 triplets with different proportions of
labeled and unlabeled data. We can see the importance of labeled
data in this experiment. S3 is much more sensitive to the number of
labeled data than S2. We can see that when we do not have enough
labeled data, performance completely drops. The amount of labeled
data needed for a class seems to depend on the number, duration
and overlap with other classes. When using more labeled data, per-
formance is close to the supervised case with a small regularization
from the unlabeled data, which can explain the best performance.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced semi-supervised sampling strategies to
create triplets. We compared their performance and analyze the im-
pact of different strategies to select the positive and negative sam-
ples. Semi-supervised sampling strategies were shown to outper-
form both supervised and unsupervised strategies. The ratio between
labeled and unlabeled data can then have a great impact on the final
performance. In the next step we could further investigate the inter-
actions between the different methods to select positive and negative
samples and explore their combination to improve the embeddings.
This work could also be extended to a semi-supervised learning al-
gorithm which can combine the triplet loss and the classification loss
in order to benefit from both the embedding learning aspect and the
classification targeting learning.
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